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View Important Announcement

In about half-an-hour, A Voice For Men will be hosting a call-in radio show about the "myth" that bronies are creepy weirdos.

We're all going to call in and pretend to be a bunch of autistic pony fuckers.

Phone Number: (310) 388-9709

Link to the show: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/avoiceformen/2013/12/06/honey-badger-radio-bronies-and-the-shame-game

>>14922431 (OP)
This has potential.

>>14922431 (OP)

S-shall I bring my fedora?

Looks like the show's on BlogTalkRadio. Just like Ghost was...

bumping for old time /mlp/

>>14922431 (OP)
>pretend to be a bunch of autistic pony fuckers
>pretend

I thought maybe we could just give them our honest thoughts since they're cool people. 

>>14922465 →

>>14922762
>Our honest thoughts
>Bunch of autistic pony fuckers
What do you think we're going to do, lie to them?
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:03 No.14923074

Progressive trolling?

4chan doesn't do *progressive* trolling.

Alright. I'll be calling in as a guy who's madly in love with a Twilight Sparkle plushie. This should be fun.

I can't remember the last time I even heard the phrase "inner child".

>>14922888

Yeah, that's more of a 90s thing, isn't it? Methinks these ladies are a tad out of touch.

All the more reason this will be fun.

"Fluttershy!
Fluttershy!
Fluttershy can hardly fly!"

10 seconds!

Get ready fags, I'm going in as a tranny.

>brawnies

Is it really neccessary?

The "myth" is practically going to be confirmed by itself, with or without our help.

>Brawnies

Oh boy, here we go!

>>14922431 (OP)
What the fuck is A Voice For Men?
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>s-s-stutter-r

>>14923047
>>14923047
It's funnier if we do it.

>>14923064
An MRA site.
MRAs = "Men's Rights Activists" - they fight for mens' gender rights but they're radical and crazy.

>>14922800
4chan does trolling whenever anyone might get mad at anything in a funny way.

I vote we derail this into a discussion about coffee.

>>14923102
So like feminists but reversed.

>>14923102

What this guy said. They're like the male equivalent of feminists.

They've been trying to get a lot of weird subcultures on their site recently.

>The feminists are at it again

>>14923137

yeah, I'm still mad about that coffeehouse petition. somebody should do something about that.

>>14923162

I wonder if they'll talk about Lauren Faust being a feminist at any point.

OH SHIT SHE MENTIONED US
ITS HAPPENING
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>>14923223

Good point. My guess is they'll conveniently not mention that.

Somebody should call in telling them that the show was made by a feminist.

>put on the spot to explain themselves sexually

>Look up My little pony r34
Already done

>>14923235
I listened to a bit of one of their earlier shows. I'm pretty sure they're /b/tards, at least somewhat.

These girls know there stuff. It's like they read Know-Your-Meme for days.

>>dark sexualization

>:3

Just got in here
Holy shit a woman who hates feminists just like I do
I didn't think that existed

>>14923340

Yes, there are women who see men as people

so who is going to take one for the team here and call in?

>Sunset Shimmer as an example of threat narrative and hypoagency

Oh, great, now I don't know what those terms are anymore.

>>14923340
Why don't you marry her then?

>>14923378
We're going to "pretend" to be huge horsefuckers, right?
That'll be hilarious

>>14922431 (OP)
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Someone draw porn of these pony OCs and then send it to them.

One's a canadian

>>14923378

I managed to get past the screener. I'll be calling in as Chris-Chan.

>>14923422
Yeah I caught that too

>>14923410
Just so you know, MRAs know a few things about troll-fu, so step carefully.

>>14923395

http://www.genderratic.com/p/3323/hypoagency-women-are-wonderful/

intresting

I'm thinking of calling in despite my roommate being asleep in the background, what will he think of me?

>>14923410
why tarnish are already fucked up nature? 
be us?
or be what they want us to be?

>>14923435
Would it really be trolling when we legitimately fap to horses?

>>14923438

He will love you for who you really are.

>>14923436
>Hypoagency is used to describe four different behaviors.

Oh, screw it.

>>14923412

DO IT

I'd do it if I could draw. :(

>>14923442
our fucked up nature even

Whoa, what the fuck, the people talking are actually pretty rational in their perspective of society's view on man on woman interactions.

What the fuck?
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>>14923438
It's okay. Just tell him you were only pretending to be retarded. Then laugh in his face as he realizes he fell for your ruse.

>>14923465
>>14923442

The whole point is that you shouldn't feel ashamed for liking pony ass. MLP is supposed to be your safe space, where feminists aren't
allowed to tread and shame you for your interests.

>>14923412

OK, tip to phoners:

Don't just say "I LOVE FUCKING HORSES", listen to the show and tie it into the themes: so, say that you don't want to feel ashamed about
how these ponies awakened the beast in you or something.

>>14923498
I don't feel ashamed for liking the sweet, sweet pony ass. I mean i don't flaunt it... but the amount of fucks i give about what others have
thought of me in the past = -3

>>14923508
>inb4 everyone is too much of a pussy to call in

> women talking about male oppression and the hypocrisy and selfishness of modern feminism and woman's studies

holy fuck is this the glimpse of light i was waiting for

>>14923508

Basically, just act normal and say you're worried about how society/women see you because you like the show.

>>14923102
MRAs =/= feminists

Feminists pretend to fight for equal rights. MRAs actually fight for equality.

>>14923540
chill out brah, we haven't even been given the green light to call in yet.

>>14922431 (OP)
Oh fuck yes.
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>>14923543
Yeah
I mean, I know not all women are SJW feminist cunts, but I don't think I've ever heard women bitch about what feminists are doing to men

>>14923485
That's OK, man. 

Lots of political movements that are ultimately crazy sound reasonable at first blush - because when you have a whole lot of people
hammering out a viewpoint, you're going to get something that's self-consistent and properly based on some world observations.

Just keep reading MRA sites a few weeks and you'll either be repelled, or fall deep into the pit of crazy and never be seen again

yeah I don't get it... why are we doing this shit again? they come off as rather cool IMO

I'm going back to rigging the poll

>>14923553
>caring about what human women think of you

Someone give us some highlights. C'mon fuckers

do we really need to do this? they are pretty cool

>>14923598
they're blasting the hambeast feminists that shit up /pol/

>>14923582
Wait, are you involved in the stream in some way? This doesn't sound like it's from some random anon

>>14923591
>not wanting to double team horse with human female

faget

Oh shit, they've already discovered the Lyra Plushie.

>feminist rants about how unfair it is
>host ignores her and looks up lyra doll

>lyra plushie
lel

that lyra?

>>14923605
I'm disappointed in you.
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Here is some highlights from Ghost to pass the time, faggots
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EvWHePYwC78 [Embed]

>>14923632

she was ranting about how unfair it is for men to get kicked in the dick by feminists

>>14923605
>>14923587
>>14923575
>>14923543

Oh, you guys. 
I told you, 4chan doesn't do *progressive* trolling.

We will never get waifus.

LMFAO, they're giving advice on how to fuck the Lyra Plushie.

This is the best show ever.

They're talking about gay horse porn now
I'm not 100% how we got here

I like were this is going

>>14923616
Well, I'm not in the stream, but I discovered the MRAs for myself months ago.

Following fringe politics is a hobby of mine.

>yea well how would mlp be be if it was all male cast!
>mah dick

>Look up gay mlp
Call in Colt Cuddler General

GET DOWN THEY'VE OPENED FIRE

For a second I thought they were dead.

>>14923697

>>14923697

HIT THE DECK THEY'RE ATTEMPTING TO SELL US SHITTY SELF-HELP BOOKS
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>If the show had an all male cast, there would be gay sex between the characters drawn by females in their 40s~50s
>slash fics, gay sex, women have no leg to tell them

Holy shit. Does someone finally understands?

>be careful what you stick up your butt
>mr_jar.mp4

>>14923698
lol

AND BREAKING GLASSES

OH GOD STOP WHISPERING

she keeps saying brawny

BRAWNIES AND THE SHAME GAME

>brawny and the chain gang

>brawnies

>>14923719

> burrawhneeze

>bra-knees

>furries
stream's over, nothing to see here
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:43 No.14923809

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:43 No.14923810

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:43 No.14923811

2.32 MB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:43 No.14923816

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:44 No.14923820

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:44 No.14923821

120 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:44 No.14923823

32 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:44 No.14923824

Did they just say furry community?

FURRIES LOL

Receiving calls.

ACCEPTING CALLS

CALLING IS ON

incoming

Here we go
Someone go talk about the time a girl laughed at you for wanting to fuck mares

OMFG GO GO GO GO>>14923786

Here we go

Here's a phoner idea:

*Talk about how Lauren Faust wanted to make characters that showed a full range of possibility for female personalities, from feminine to
tomboy, and so on.

*Then talk about how Fluttershy won the fan favorite poll - the femmiest pony of them all.

*Then talk about wanting to fuck her

brooohoooofffffff

>brohoof for everybody

The calls begin! Let's rock.
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47 KB JPG
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172 KB GIF
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765 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:46 No.14923868

IT BEGINS

BROHOOF EVERYBODY

>brohoof everybody

I fucking love you, anon.

>women are the bullies, and any male bullies are "engaging in a feminine pastime"
Alright, I was with her until this point.

>>14923804
make sure to use a very awkward tone in your voice
and dont be afraid to yell random words
and profusely apologize

HONORORAY BRONY OH MY GOD

>came out to me as a brony

>>14923831

why the fuck can't we have neutral people
and why are both sides so fucking crazy

>brawny brony

>brawny brony

>2nd season was an improvment
u w0t m8

>second season
>improvement on the first season

come on man
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430 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923885

18 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923888
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923902

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923903

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923904

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:47 No.14923906

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:48 No.14923907

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:48 No.14923911

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:48 No.14923912

This guy is making me cringe so hard
help

Why would you guys do this? Do you want the internet to hate you even more?

>Keying in on
>Keying in on
>Keying in on
>Keying in on
>Keying in on
>Keying in on

>>14922431 (OP)
780 area in here

>Says his son is a brony
>Not an introverted weirdo

What the fuck is this guy even talking about
Let's move onto the horsevag and how it's bullshit that society doesn't 100% support us for wanting it

>the second season was a great improvement over the first
>LOVING AND TOLERATING
this is gold

>>14923869
nohooves/10

>>14923869
Yes.

contemplating on calling in and telling them about the thread here...

lol

This guy sounds like Eugene Levy.

Please tell me this guy isn't one of you. This guy is so cringe.

>male on male
>friendship
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1.78 MB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:49 No.14923946

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:50 No.14923949

113 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:50 No.14923951

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:50 No.14923957

CapperGeneral 12/05/13(Thu)21:51 No.14923970

103 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:51 No.14923972

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)21:51 No.14923973

>male-on-male friendship

The answer to all the shows conflicts are to lover and tolerate?

Yeah they really loved and tolerated the fuck out of Chrysalis and Sombra.

>>14923907
Nah, the host knows him

>>14923904
Definitely call out where you're from

>>14923903
Why exactly? Don't you know you're hurting the two or three normal people into this show?

>>14923462
Doing this now

>>14923907
Don't think he is. I think he's a behind the scenes guy. They seemed to know him.

>>14923911
>>14923912

>>14923912
I've never heard a term that made normal friendship sound so gay before now

>mfw they start talking about /mlp/

>>14923927
Well that's their fault for showing their power level.

Con time

Tell me there's someone planning on calling in
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124 KB PNG
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>>14923927
>Don't you know you're hurting the two or three normal people into this show?

Also "normal people" don't give a shit about petty stuff like that, we're causing more damage to the neckbeard hordes.

how can you con them when they know you are there?
good luck though! have fun

>>14923970
OOOOOOHHHHHH CAPPER SHOULD CALL IN
HE CAN HANDLE HIMSELF IN SOCIAL SITUATIONS
MAKE SURE TO MENTION HORSE VAGINA

>fuzzies

lolzcatz lol XD

>>14923951
>>14923973
But you're also turning regular people into neckbeard hordes. It's a self-fulfilling prophecy. Do you know why bronies are the worst? Because
they're treated the worst.

>lulzcats

>>14923970
>>14923990
I vote for Capper as our ambassador!

>>14924012
I'm pretty sure furries are treated at least a little bit worse

>>14923990
>capper calls
>starts sperging out
>line gets interference
>suddenly Dusty is on the line as well
>"Drop yer fucking spaghetti and fuck off"

>attack on male bonding 

u wot

>>14924024

on the internet

furries scarcely do bleed out into real life
I don't know a single "normal" person that has heard of a furry until they were told about them

>Pedo-shaming
Wait, do these women not hate pedophiles?
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wait

wait

what did she just say

>pedo shaming

did she just say peedo

>pedo shaming

WHAT DOES THE FOX SAY

OH GOD HERE WE GO

>>14924024
As a furry that's complete bullshit. The difference is that bronies are both furfags, fags, and pedophiles in the eyes of other people.

>>14924012
>But you're also turning regular people into neckbeard hordes

Which is beneficial if you think about it. And I couldn't give a single fuck as to how "bronies" are treated.

>>14924041
I had a furry friend who wore a collar/leash to school

"We now have a ton of them."

Nice going, keep it up!

you know, at first glance, these women seemed kinda cool, but they... they're a little... a little fucking nuts

oh god
its happening

Rarity is best pony, hehe

IS THE GUY TALKING NOW /MLP/ OR IS HE FOR REAL.
PLEASE SAY /MLP/

time to get foxxy

This is making me cringe.
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180 KB PNG
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150 KB JPG
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>Tomahawk and knife-fighting style

Goodbye, sides

It's our anon? 

My sides.

What the fuck is Pete talking about?

>this caller
make it stop
please
stop it

Tons of callers on the line. This is looking good...

>>excellent

>>14924077

> furry friend who wore a collar/leash to school
> friend

why did you put up with this shit
homework please

>>14924074
What about people? Don't you care about how people are treated?

my sides are bursting

Is this a meme I don't know about?

>>14924104

This guy is totally one of ours.
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96 KB JPG
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1.15 MB PNG
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:00 No.14924160

dat stuttering

>texas

>Guy has lisp
>"Where are you from? You have an accent."
>"Texas."

Im in so much pain

>>14924110
I don't know, he was relatively fun to talk to
But yeah, I know

>>14924110

my brain farted i meant to ask you for a story or greentext

>dat awkward 'hello?'

>I'm just too old-fashioned

Is anyone else recording this?

>>14924088
Peter Fawkes

If any of you guys get through, please say you're "keying in on" every opportunity you get.

>>14924111

>>14922431 (OP)
>pretend to be a bunch of autistic pony fuckers.
So much for that plan, legitimate autistic pony fuckers are doing that more than enough themselved

I hope he says something about the "dark side of the fandom"
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>rather un4chan8

>>14924140

OH LOOK ITS A WEEABOO

oh god /a/ is talking

>anime
OH BOY HERE WE GO

>anime

>anime

here we go

/a/ pls go

is /a/ on too?

> euphoria is OFF THE FUCKING CHARTS

>>14923459
hypoagency tl dr; women arent responsible for anything bad

hyeragency tl dr; men are responsible for everything bad

>animu
welcome /a/

who the fuck invited /a/?

/a/ shoving their face in everything and shitting it up as usual

Oh god I know who ken is, it's not really his name lol.

>>14924142
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:02 No.14924222

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924224

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924240

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924241

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924243

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924245

I started recording halfway through the producer guy's call. I'll put this up later.

So anyone from /mlp/ gonna call?

My sides cannot hold this anymore.

paging peter fawkes
are you hear?
that was fucking glorius

>anime is more deeper than other shows.

>>14924183

Mission: Next person from here who gets through needs to describe how euphoric the show makes them feel. Several times, if possible.

>>14924193
as someone on /mlp/, you can't really say that

>>14924198
I swear if I sit through this whole thing and not one of you fuckers call I'm going to slap some shit

>>14924197
yes, thank you

>>14923102
All that "genital mutilation of infants is wrong even when the infant is a baby boy!", and "the court bias that gives men more of a penalty than
a woman even when the circumstances are identical is wrong!".

So extreme. Much radical. Very hatred.

I will be very disappointed if no one says "I want to cum inside Rainbow Dash." during this.

Someone call in say that they fuck horses and want to cum inside a pony.

>Azumanga Daioh
>Lucky Star

tee hee

>>14924212

>I watch anime, I-I'm intellectual!
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:03 No.14924249

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924250

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924251

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924252

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924254

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924257

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924259

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:04 No.14924265

118 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:05 No.14924275

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:05 No.14924278

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:05 No.14924288

CapperGeneral 12/05/13(Thu)22:05 No.14924290

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924295

1.35 MB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924297

>>14924220
peter FAWKES already called in

>>14924224
I second this

>>14924224
That would be pretty hilarious

>lists off weeaboo shows

>>14924224
XD hahahahhaa

this guy's voice and the way he talks and the things he talks about

i can see the fedora
i can see his scrawny fucking physique
i can almost smell the goddamn nerd musk

>>14924155
You stopped caring because no one cares about you.

>>14924245
who is that?

>>14924224

>>14924245
yeah but all he did was spaghetti, we need shit about horse vagina and cumming inside ponies
come on now

>gay for anime

>relatively interesting plots, at least from what I can remember

>relatively interesting plots

>>14924278

>relatively interesting plots
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924300

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924303

473 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924305

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924307

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924309

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:06 No.14924310

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924318

104 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924319

213 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924321

103 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924322

These women are actually pretty cool. Why would you ruin this?

>>14924224
Not only do i second this, there needs to be a very *deep* conversation about horse fucking.

>>14924198
>>14924220
>>14924224
>>14924240
>>14924249

I like where this is going
Somebody please do

>>14924290
oh hi capper

>"Alright guys, this next caller is... Jimmy Rustle!
>...
>"You there dude?"
>the speakers explode with sound
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK
>TARA STRONG HAS A NICE BEDONKADONK

>/a/ fag in denial about liking anime making you a faggot

>>14924299
It isn't ruining, it's enhancing

we /a/ now

>>14924290

>weeaboos

>>14924310
No really, it's not. Just one time can't /mlp/ not do everything in their power to ruin things?
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924334

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924336

341 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:07 No.14924340

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:08 No.14924344

158 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:08 No.14924349

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:08 No.14924361

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:08 No.14924362

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:09 No.14924363

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:09 No.14924366

52 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:09 No.14924369

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:09 No.14924375

ratchieftain, if you are in this thread, we need your expertise.

>>14924299

have you even been listening
they're fucking crazy
just a different type of crazy

>cartoons are childish
>comics are childish
what would /co/ feel?

stup makin fune of our animue, sperts rr gaaayyyyyyyyy

get this faget off (kek)

>>14924318
No.

>>14924329
How are they crazy?

>>14924322
Talking about social stigma with liking pony porn is very related to the discussion anon

>show about bronies and shame
>hello caller?
>people say i'm gay for liking anime!

>>14924344
They called paedos normal

>>14924344

listen closely or read some previous posts
it's basically a polar opposite of modern feminism

We Princess Kenny now?

>Ligress

I can taste this guy's spaghetti
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97 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:09 No.14924380
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:10 No.14924397

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:10 No.14924399

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:10 No.14924401

>dat breathing
>dat spaghetti dropping

>Lyris

ligress step it up nigga

>>14924366
Hands off my waifu, fgt

Oh my fucking God

You can practically hear the spaghetti

MY FUCKING SIDES

The spaghetti is overwhleming

oh god this

This isn't one of you fuckers is it?

>brohoof

What is happening?

I LOVE ANIME! JAPAN IS A SUPERIOR COUNTRY OF ALL! ONE DAY YOU ALL DISGUSTING GAIJINS WILL BOW DOWN TO OUR
JAPANESE OVERLORDS!!!!!

>>14924369
>brohoof dude!
>uh, yeah
>shuffling
>augh! my monitor!

I guess I'll try to start recording interesting calls.

>>14924257
>"Not if I switch into overbait"
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498 KB PNG
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>brony
>oh god the spaghetti

>>14924362
Paedos are normal. Active pedos are not.

>51 year old man

>51-year-old man

wat

>>14924397
lol i know WTF

Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress Based Ligress

>51 year old man

I do not believe he is 51

Scribbler G

so boring

>>14924401
It's the truth. You make other people miserable because you're miserable.

This guy is not 51 years old.
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:11 No.14924430

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:11 No.14924431

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:11 No.14924432

CapperGeneral 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924436

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924437

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924441

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924442

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924447

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:12 No.14924455

30 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924458

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924460

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924461

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924464

>>14924414
>had a daughter
u dun goofd

This guy sounds like 20

>it helps me access another part of myself
>a very soft uh

This guy has really nice vocals for his age

>spending time with my niece
>accessing a softer side
Oh god where is this call going

>>14924412

I'm waiting for him to drop the horsepussy. I'm just waiting.

>>14924424

>G
>General

confirmed for capper calling

so fake XD hahahahah

>I'm not a brony
>I just enjoy it

anyone gonna call in yet

>>14924447
This is how we'll know it's /mlp/

>>14924436
I assume you're in the queue?

>>14924447
>this entire board
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Flutterfaggot 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924468

105 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924471

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924472

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:13 No.14924473

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924482

381 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924483

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924485

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924487

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924488

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924489

348 KB PNG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924492

>>14924427
>projecting this hard
>tfw you realise no jimmies were rustled

Seems legit, he has a twitter.

Anyone recording this?

>>14924436
To glorious places Capper

>>14924455
several already have.

I'm waiting for something awesome but I am being let down at every call! come ooooon!

>I'm soft and cuddly too

Waiting for someone to talk about how watching MLP brings into question what masculinity really is, as opposed to watching
MLP to become more feminine.

One of my friends got into the queue for the air. This should be good.

>i-im soft and cuddly

It's looking like they can tell if you start the call with music or sound effects, so make sure you introduce yourselves first.

>>14924471
Not from here though

>>14924436

>>14924455
we've had two callers so far, one of them was sitting on a tripod and dropped his screen, and spaghetti went everywhere
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:14 No.14924506

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924508

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924509

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924510

921 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924514

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924515

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924518
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924524

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:15 No.14924536

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:16 No.14924537

we've had two callers so far, one of them was sitting on a tripod and dropped his screen, and spaghetti went everywhere

>>14924464
It can't be projecting. Because I don't hurt people, nor do I want to.

Oh shit.

o god o god

>>14924489

CHIKUN WEENGS

captcha: smeExe FEAST

>>14924492
Someone record that?

>THA FUKKEN FEMINISTS MAN
I don't have a proper Kenji reaction for this but I wish I did

>Fucking feminist 
GOD DAMN

>>14924482
It just did

oh shit

I can't
Oh god
I can't breathe
I don't think I want to die
But this might just be the best way to go

>>14924488
peter fawkse 
Ligress

>The fucking feminist

>Pony dreams

>>14924497
Now I wonder if you're from ponychan or actually this spineless. 

5/10 needs trip\avatarfagging
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86 KB PNG
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:17 No.14924565

oh god the direction this call just went in
>>14924520
>introduced themselves as bronies

>under a blanket
>with my 6 year old neice
oh boy what are you doin

>The fucking feminist

>that entire last monologue

lol, no sexualization.

>under a blanket with my six year old niece

HELLO THERE FBI

THAT FUCKING ROBOT VOICE

>Skype roboting

DID ANYONE ELSE HEAR HIM GO SATAN
OHHHH WHAT THE FUCK NIGGA

>no sexualization

Someone please drop some spaghetti.

>caller confirmed for dalek

The fuck is this noise

i bet this guy is a euphoric "nice guy" misogynist

>>14924547
He accidentally showed his true form.

MUH GOLF
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so what the hell, are these chicks anti-feminist...?

Because they had no apparent issue with this guys anti-feminism rant. Lauded him for it, in fact.

was that man just possessed?

>>14924556
Did you miss mister "aw fuk muh monitor" guy?

>>14924557
ANNIHILATE!

lol. I know what they're doing, they're trying to court the lowest species of man (the autistic brony manchild), make them feel accepted, then
they'll believe anything.

MRA's are Juggalos. Except gayer.

this nigga mad

GUYS SHUT THE FUCK UP

>I just went on a rape

They don't care about cursing?

guys I'm scared

>self-advertizing

LEAVE MEN ALONE!!!!

>>14924546
It's a wonderful, loving thing to share your bed with someone

>>14924566
Exactly

>>14924566
yup
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This better be one of us.

>>14924566
Obviously you missed the early part of this stream

>>14924566
Yes.
I don't know either.

>mfw this anon

Scibbler G mad

This guy might be legit.

He's mad, but I agree with his points as well.

Just waiting for him to drop the horsecock.

this guys is 51? Wtf is with is voice.

Why is this guy so based

>>14924566

they're also crazy

>>14924573
nah I heard it but I'm still waiting for something much bigger.

>she wants the D

>>14923561
A defined, limited mandate, and self-policing of the crazier members are two of the most important differences between Feminism and the
Men's Rights Movement.

HAHAHA 
"your ranting is so edgy, you should post it on the internet"
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>>14924566

Yes, they don't like feminists.

>>14924585
nope

I've got a tinychat up. Might come in handy when we hit the post limit.

tinychat: lp9fqr

>>14924566
They're the nega-femmes.

>>14924616
"You can rant me on my show anytime"

>underneath the covers here
this guy is full of innuendos

Nice to see /mlp/ brimming with so much life. 
The hiatus is truly over.

>>14924627
we can keep posting it's just auto saging

>>14924615
GirlWritesWhat is awesome X ] check her out on yourtube or something, check some of her first vids

>>14924575
>MRA's are Juggalos
please, i dont care how fucking gay MRAs actually are. nothing, absolutely nothing comes close to juggalos.

>>14924460
I hopped in but there's no way that I'll get through it before I go to bed

>>14924644
I noticed that earlier today

>>14924606
Sometimes, people have oddly young voices. My grandfather sounded like he's maybe 30 tops before he died.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]
can't believe this guy's a legit 50 year old
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>tfw I get no love from men
>tfw can't access the gentle part of myself

YOU GOT A LOVE FROM A MAN RIGHT HERE

Thank god for man love

>got love from a man right here

What the fuck is their angle here?

I mean, seriously.

Scribbler can get love from a man right here

>>14922431 (OP)
>Honey badger radio

Idk, these guys have been giving Sarkeesian shit. They seem okay.

Why don't you guys just drop mlp and replace it with anime?

>>14924684
feminists are cunts, men aren't megarapists, etc

>>14924696
>no hooves

>>14924696

>>14924696
back to /a/, weaboo

>>14924696
go away /a/
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ROBOT VOICE

>>14924696
>no hooves

GUISE DOWN AGAIN.
IT'S A FUCKING ROBOT.

yep he is definitely possessed

>>14924696
What anime should I watch?

>>14924696

>>14924666
Holy shit it's him

>PTSD
>child abuse
shit is going dark quick

>>14924696
horse pussy > human pussy

Someone please do something entertaining when this call is done. It's getting boring as fuck.

>>14924687
To you and everyone saying "B-but they're cool!" 

It's not about them. It's about the bronies we're shaming. We do not care about collateral damage. We do not forgive. We do not forget. We
are legion!

>/mlp/ raiding again
>on blogtalk 
Did I miss anything interesting?

>>14924696
>implying I don't watch both 
You know MLP is but 1 show, right? Also Manga>anime.
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>>14924717
delete this post

His daughter doesn't love him anymore

;_;

>>14924696

is this guy tearing up?

Holy fuck I can't take this.

get with the mare pussy.

>>14924666
HOLY FUCK HE'S LEGIT

He's crying

We have a tinychat up.

tinychat: lp9fqr

i tought he was going to cry

>guy starts crying

OH SHIT NIGGA WAHT THE FUCK IS GOING ON

>>14924733
>blues brothers Octavia and Vinyl
I want to cringe but at the same time I do not.

>>14924733
you missed the fawkes and spahgetti

>>14924696
>weeaboos on /mlp/
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>>14924733

Poor Kay.

i wonder how /pol/ would react to this

>>14924726
>daughter doesnt love him
feels sad man

SHIT'S GETTING BORINGGGGGGGGGG

>>14924760
>relatively interesting plots on /mlp/

>>14924760
B-but it's just like muh Taiwanese cartoons!

>>14924666
>The real Scribbler G
>Inverted colors
>666

>>14924773
>>>/pol/23842599

>>14924768
>I'm not a psychic.

any of you gonna call yet?

>>14924777

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wn1E3YRQ16M [Embed]

HIS VIDEO
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OY IT BE BONG 'O CLOCK, LADS!

>>14924684

are you wondering how these women will insidiously use their position as supposed MRAs to ingratiate themselves with
men, with the intention of picking and choosing as mates only the most fit from amongst the MRA males surrounding
them? Surely they wouldn't do that...

>>14924773

If we go through this whole thing with only boring callers I'm going to be sad

saying out loud that you want to go balls deep in rainbow dash is not going to cut it people.. MRMs are not going to be able to be trolled this
easily X] looking forward to someone saying it though.

>crying in public, exposing themselves, whatever

>>14924787
>crossboarding 
No, man, no.

>>14924787
Hopefully one of them do a Jew voice.

>>14924825
we've already had 2

i am really thinking of calling.
What should i say

>>14924849
we've had 4 callers in a row straight boring.

>>14924684
Anti-feminism and pro-equality in a nutshell.

>>14924849
No, we haven't really

>>14924794
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>>14924787
Why can we link to /pol/ but not /co/?

>>14924859
>IWTCIRD

>>14924859
ANYTHING FUNNY OR AUTISTIC
ANYTHING TO SAVE US FROM THIS BOREDOM

>>14924867
Feminism is shit anyway

Anypony else think this is a fail?

>>14924828
We're not trying to troll them, we're trying to troll bronies.

>>14924871
we can't link to /co/ and /b/

moot cut us off from our parents :(

BOOOOOORIIIINNGGGGGGGG

Get this limp wristed faggot off the line engineer!

>>14924882

It's sucking so far, but we've still got a good shot. Plenty of time left.

>>14924886
oh... well then it will work!

>>14924869
peter fawkes and monitor guy were definitely us.

>>14924859

You should tell them that you want to address an uncomfortable but very real aspect of the mlp fandom, which is the fact that there is a
large percentage of viewers (both male and female) who are sexually attracted to the characters, and to classify this as a simple
feminism/MRA issue is being disingenuous to the reality of the show's popularity

>>14924882
>anypony
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Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:34 No.14924931

Flutterfaggot 12/05/13(Thu)22:34 No.14924935

17 KB JPG

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:34 No.14924936

244 KB GIF

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:35 No.14924939

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:35 No.14924941

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:35 No.14924942

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:35 No.14924947

Anonymous 12/05/13(Thu)22:35 No.14924950

How long have I been away from 4chan?

>>14924882
There's an hour left, be patient.

>>14924882
Host is an axe-grinder and will stay relentlessly on topic

someone got to talk shit about ponychan

>>14924916
What r u talking about anon :D?
everypony here says everypony

>>14924882
>anypony

Leave

NEW THREAD:

>>14924933 →
>>14924933 →
>>14924933 →

We bump limit now.

>>14924882
>people actually replying normally and not with>anypony
The actual fuck.
>anypony 
Lowqualitybait

>>14924931
kill yourself

>>14924935
>namefag
Join him

>>14924909
but they are not classifying it as "simply a feminist/MRA issue"

>>14924742
Think about it. It's more socially acceptable, it's more varied, it's better and has better animation? Why wouldn't you watch it?
This mlp thing won't last forever, but anime will. Just drop it and move on with your life. To bigger and better things.
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>>14924950
>this whole post

>>14924950
>better
hahhhahhahhahhahhaha
hahahhahhhahahahahahahhahahahahhahahhahahahha
hahahahahahahahahahahhahahahhahahahahahhahahhahahahhahahahahhahahahhahahhahahaha

>>14924950
>implying anime will last forever

OH GOD

>GHOST
WHAT

G-GHOST?!??

AHAHAHAH

>>14924950
I want to get somewhere when the ride is over.

OH SHIT IT'S HAPPENING

aacvkajslkcaljkglkyg
ghostttt

GHOST TRUE CAPTALIST RADIO VERY INTERESTING NAME OH GOD OGODGOGOOGOGOJOOGJ

Laaammeee!

MELTING POT OF FRIENDSHIP

GHOST!

>Autism
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>4chan

>Autism
>This is it

3channel

AW FUCK
AWWWW FUUUUUCK

WHAT A FAGGOT

And then that faggot has to be a faggot

Fucking hell. Finally someone tells them about the troll calls. Good thing they already know.

FUCK YOU

They know!

Oh what the fuck, tattletale faggot.

I'm actually laughing so hard.

Damn it John.

>>14924950
>>14924967
>>14924973
>>14924991
What's with this response? Are you guys seriously this autistic? It's a single cartoon.

Im on now im anonymous

Fuck it now do random shit

This show in general has amazingly sperg call-ins. Last time I listened they were discussing 'Men going their own way,' which I gave the
benefit if the doubt too and assumed would be men who remain single out not desiring a relationship. Sort of an Aromantic/Asexual angle
opposing the obsession with relationships.

Turns out it was a bunch of women-hating guys whining about how they've quit relationships and going on semi-coherent rants.

It's weird, the first two hours seem to be quite intelligent and well thought out, and then it just collapses into itself as the types who actually
listen to MRA radio stations enough to call in begin to show up
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OH SHIT IT'S /pol/

Oh sweet mercy

>>14925074
says the person so desperate for others to share the same interests

>>14925098
awww your poor feelz : C need to cry it out?

>>14925112 →
We have a situation occurring
>>14925112 →
>>14925112 →

>>14925153
0.o

>>14925153
Wait, what's happening?

Someone call them and say that Love and Tolerance is not mentioned in the show at all.

>>14924950
Anime is a whole submedium of entertainment like live-action stuff. Of course it's going to last longer. The thing is, MLP is specific and has
a better resonance with people.

MLP has softer, more implied world-building, but anime can have much more detailed world-building in it.

>>14925120
I'm not desperate at all. I'm trying to help you. You're part of a group that thrives on destroying itself. If you so desperately
need group mentality the least you could do is join a group that isn't dedicated to slowly sucking the life out of all the people
invovled. That's what mlp does. It attracts people, turns them into autists, and makes these people hate themselves. 

Watch something else. It doesn't have to be anime.

>I'd make porn of it

>>14925134
Holy fuck I summoned a tumblrfem

>>14925196
Silly Anon, I hated myself even before I joined the ride.

>>14925074
Anime is good. I'm not going to stop watching it, but I'm very curious how long the Brony fandom can keep going.

>>14925195
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So why don't you watch something more detailed? For your own sake. All people need to feel accepted, and just the fact that you know how
much a faggot you are doesn't help.

He's going to say she's a whore

>>14925196
>BUH BUH BUH BUH BUH
I joined the fandom. I still have a decently high opinion of myself.

Stop trying.

>>14925247
I'm not a faggot, bro, that honor would go to you.

Get to the point damn it

>>14925193
It was mentioned a lot in the early fandom memes. That's enough for to warrant the mention.

>>14925228
Well you're only making things worse. Wouldn't you like to not hate yourself? You realize you can change don't you?
>>14925232
Why don't you just abandon the ship now? So long as someone likes it there will always be a fandom. It just won't always be popular.
>>14925262
Do you have zero self-awareness? The fact that you watch mlp and enjoy it means that you're a faggot. There's no getting out of that.

>>14925297
Not really, no. There are things medicine cannot mend yet, Anon. And I will never accomplish anything of any importance with a body as
broken as mine.

>>14924950
>Caring about acceptability
>Opinions
>Assumptions
>Implying we can't do both
And now you know why reading your post gave me retinal bleeding.

>>14925216
nice comeback

>>14925297

you'd get more attention in the newer thread

>>14925247
I do watch detailed anime. I watched GITSAC2NDGIG right before MLP, and I was watching Fate Zero while working my way through it.

MLP just offers something that the other shows I watch don't.

World building and character development are very interesting to me, and in some ways there is a hell of a lot of potential in the MLP:FiM
setting to let that fanon engine have space to run.
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>>14925334

>>14925324
>with a body as broken as mine

Then learn to do something that doesn't involve your shit body. It's a better use of your time than watching this tripe.
>>14925327
All people care about whether or not they're accepted. If you didn't care there'd be something wrong with you.
>>14925341
I'm trying to help you.

"The dashboard is full of trolls" seriously? you used names that reveal your intentions? how stupid can you be?

>>14925297
Re: >>14925232

I want to see how far it will go. That means I want to be along for the ride. I'll be checking in once every couple of weeks or months. I don't
want it to die, I just want to see it get to new places.

For fuck's sake, you guys are retarded. DON'T USE OBVIOUS TROLL NAMES!

Use normal first names.

>>14925409
What's the point?

>>14925373
What's the point? I'm not a very smart or hard-working person. I've failed to get into a university twice now.
I can't do anything physical, and I can't achieve anything academically. There is very little left, and nothing that actually matters.

>>14925376
This is 4chan.

This guy talking is literally retarded

>>14925297
>The fact that you watch mlp and enjoy it means that you're a faggot.
>B-but watching these chibi animu girls is oh-so-more-manly!

Seriously, enough with the conformity. And, as mentioned, FiM is just one cartoon. Liking it doesn't mean we can't enjoy other shit, or
automatically become a negative piece of shit (hell, most fans I know outside of 4chan were pretty nice and are part of what got me in.)

>>14925440
Jesus this show really is destroying you.

>>14925446
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I guess I'm the idiot for being surprised

>>14925460
Not really. I've felt that way even before. Now I just add a few more things to the list of how shit I am.

>>14925373
>If you didn't care there'd be something wrong with you.
Do show me these written set of unsubjective scientific rules please.

>>14925490 
Sitting on 4chan complaining ain't gonna change shit.

honeybadgerforaids.com

>Thread derailed by a weeaboo

>>14925532
Hey, it's deep at night where I live and I can't sleep. None of the other things I actually feel like doing in this situation would help either.

>>14925455
Fans? There are nice fans in all fandoms. That's not the point.
>>14925498
We're social animals anon. You need other people. It's not worth being alone just for some faggy kids show.

So is there going to be any way for those of us who just got off work to listen to this?

>>14925795
Just go to the blog post again.
The whole thing is up.

>>14925795

It's all going up on Youtube.

http://vocaroo.com/i/s1ucVxtN18zt

Some of the shit I recorded, if you're still here.

>>14925869

thanks m8

>>14925712
>You need other people. It's not worth being alone just for some faggy kids show.
Again, that's entirely subjective. And it's not like I bring my liking of MLP up with everybody anyways.

>>14925970
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And no, don't mention "shame" or "hiding = you shouldn't do it". The former is moreso just knowing it'll just alienate them (or, you know, isn't
relative to the moment/etc), and the latter is just flat-out untrue.
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